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dimension is well-de�ned. In fact, we prove a more general result: if there are two ways to partitionvariables into independent blocks, then there is another way to do so that re�nes both partitions.This result, and its algorithmic consequences described in [7], may be related to work on variableelimination and early projection in CLP (see, e.g., [2]), and perhaps to other constraint processingalgorithms. It also seems close in spirit to various interpolation theorems in logic, but despite thesesimilarities, the notion of orthographic dimension does not appear to have been studied outside of the�eld of constraint databases.2 De�nitions and Main TheoremSuppose we are given a �rst-order language L, an L-structure M, and an L-formula '(x1; : : : ; xn)with free variables x1, . . . , xn. Let P be a partition on fx1; : : : ; xng. We say that ' M-conforms toP (written as ' �M P ) if there exists a �nite collection of formulae i, i 2 I , such that:1. ' is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulae i, and2. no i has free variables from two di�erent blocks of the partition P .For example, if L = (+; �; 0; 1;<), M is the real �eld, '(x1; x2) = ((x1 > 0) ^ (x2 > 0) ^ (x1 �x2)) _ ((x1 > 0) ^ (x2 > 0) ^ (x2 � x1)), then ' �M ffx1g; fx2gg, since for 1(x1) = (x1 > 0) and2(x2) = (x2 > 0) one has '(x1; x2)$ 1(x1)^ 2(x2).If M admits quanti�er-elimination (that is, for every '(~x), there exists a quanti�er-free  (~x) suchthat M j= 8~x '(~x) $  (~x)), the de�nition of ' �M P can be restated as the existence of a familyji (~xBj), i = 1, . . . , k, j = 1, . . . , m of quanti�er-free formulae, where P = fB1; : : : ; Bmg, and ~xBj isthe subtuple of ~x consisting of xls with l 2 Bj , such thatM j= '(~x)$ k_i=1(1i (~xB1)^ � � � ^ mi (~xBm)) (1)The set of partitions of a set X forms a lattice Part(X) where P v P 0 i� P is a re�nement of P 0. Themeet operation u in Part(X) is de�ned in the following way: the blocks of P1 u P2 are the nonemptysets of the form B1 \ B2, where Bi is a block of Pi, i = 1; 2.Given M with a universe U , a formula '(x1; : : : ; xn), the set de�nable by ' is the set '(M) =f~a 2 Un j M j= '(~a)g. The orthographic dimension of de�nable sets was de�ned as follows [4]. LetPM(') = fP 2 Part(fx1; : : : ; xng) j ' �M Pg. Then the orthographic dimension of '(M) is themaximal size of a block of a minimal element P 2 PM(') (that is, any P 0 @ P does not belong toPM(')). In other words, one takes a partition that ' conforms to, and that cannot be further re�nedwhile preserving this property, and de�nes the orthographic dimension to be the maximum size of ablock of such a partition.The problem with this de�nition is that it is not clear whether one can have two minimal elementsP1; P2 2 PM(') with di�erent maximum block sizes. We prove that this is impossible. In fact, weprove a more general result, implying that PM(') always has a unique minimal element.Theorem 1 Let M be an L-structure, and '(x1; : : : ; xn) be an L-formula. Assume that ' �M P1and ' �M P2 for P1; P2 2 Part(fx1; : : : ; xng). Then ' �M P1 u P2.2



Corollary 1 For any M and ' as above, the set PM(') = fP j ' �M Pg is nonempty and has aunique least element.Thus, the concept of the orthographic dimension is well-de�ned for any constraint-de�nable set.3 Proof of the theoremThe structure of the proof is as follows. We start by proving an easy case of two partitions of theform A;B [C and A[B;C (Lemma 2), which is preceded by Lemma 1 establishing a certain kind ofunambiguous representations of formulae. After that we use Lemma 2 to prove a general case of twotwo-block partitions (Lemma 4), which again relies on certain unambiguous representations (Lemma3). With this preparatory work, we conclude the proof by induction: the base case is provided byLemma 4, and the induction step follows from Lemma 2.We now �x a structure M and a formula '(x1; : : : ; xn). For a subset B of fx1; : : : ; xng, we let ~xBbe the subtuple of (x1; : : : ; xn) that consists of variables in B. For blocks of partitions, we sometimeswrite AB instead of A [ B and subsequently ~xAB, or ~xA~xB. When M is clear from the context, wewrite ' � P .Suppose we have a partition P = fB1; : : : ; Bmg and let ' � P . By putting ' in DNF we assume thatit is of the form N_i=1(�1i (~xB1)^ � � � ^ �mi (~xBm)) (2)We call the above representation unambiguous in Bl if M j= :9~y(�li(~y) ^ �lj(~y)) for i 6= j. That is,formulae �lj are mutually exclusive: no ~yBl can satisfy more than one �lj .Lemma 1 Let ' and P be as above, with ' � P . Fix 1 � l � m. Then ' admits a representationunambiguous in l. Furthermore, if in the representation (2) every �li conforms to some �xed partitionPl on Bl, then there is a representation unambiguous in l in which all formulae that depend on ~xBlalso conform to Pl.Proof. Make each disjunct in (2) into 2N�1 ones by replacing each �li with all the possible conjunctions�li ^Vj 6=i (�lj)�(j), where � is a map from an N � 1 element set to f+;�g and (�)+ = �, (�)� = :�.Then use distributivity to ensure that no two identical formulae in the variables ~xBl are present inthe DNF. 2Now, suppose a partition P is given, and let C be a union of some of its blocks. Then P naturallyinduces a partition PC on C. Suppose we have a formula  (~xC). If it conforms to PC , we shall saythat it conforms to P , in order to simplify the notation.Lemma 2 Let P = fA;B;Cg be a partition. Consider two partitions PA on A and PC on C. Let P 0be the partition whose blocks are those of PA and B [ C, and let P 00 be the partition whose blocks arethose of PC and A [B. Assume that ' � P 0 and ' � P 00. Then ' � P 0 u P 00.3



Proof. Note that the blocks of P 0 uP 00 are those of PA, PC and B. By the preceding lemma, we write' in two equivalent ways, as N_i=1(�i(~xA) ^ �i(~xB~xC))and as M_j=1(j(~xA~xB) ^ �j(~xC)) ;with 9~xA:�i1(~xA)^�i2(~xA) being false for i1 6= i2 and with �is conforming to PA and �js conforming toPC . We now construct for each 1 � i � N and 1 � j �M a formula  ij(~x) � �i(~xA)^�j(~xC)^�ij(~xB)where �ij(~xB) is 9~z (�i(~z)^j(~z~xB)). We claim that ' is equivalent to Wij  ij . Clearly this will su�ceas subformulae of  ijs conform to partitions PA and PC .One must now show M j= 8~x ('(~x) $ Wij  ij(~x)). If '(~a), we have that for some i, j, �i(~aA) ^�i(~aB~aC) is true and j(~aA~aB) ^ �j(~aC), and thus  ij(~a) is true. Conversely, if  ij(~a) is true, wehave that for some ~u of the same length as ~xA, it is the case that �i(~u) is true and j(~u~aB) is true;furthermore, �i(~aA) and �j(~aC) are true. We thus obtain that '(~u~aB~aC) is true. Hence, for someindex 1 � l � N , we have �l(~u) and �l(~aB~aC). Since we know that �i(~u) is true, by unambiguity ofthe �rst representation in A-variables, we have l = i; hence, �i(~aB~aC) is true and thus '(~a) is true.This proves the lemma. 2Next, we need a variant of Lemma 1 that involves two di�erent formulae.Lemma 3 Let �(~x; ~y) be Wni=1(�i(~x) ^  i(~y)) and let 	(~x; ~z) be Wmi=1(�i(~x) ^ �i(~z)) where ~x and ~y(and likewise ~x and ~z) have no variables in common. Then there exist formulae �i(~x), �i(~y), i(~z),i = 1, . . . , k, such that M j= �(~x; ~y)$ k_i=1(�i(~x) ^ �i(~y)) ;M j= 	(~x; ~y)$ k_i=1(�i(~x) ^ i(~y)) ;and furthermore M j= :9~x(�i(~x)^ �j(~x)) for any i 6= j.Proof. Assume without loss of generality that n, m > 0. Let � be the set of all 2n+m mappings fromf1; : : : ; n; n+1; : : : ; n+mg to f+;�g. Let �+ = � and �� = :� for any formula �. For each � 2 �, let��(~x) � n̂i=1 ��(i)i (~x) ^ m̂j=1��(n+j)j (~x) :Then � is equivalent to the following formula �0(~x; ~y):n_i=10@ _�2�;�(i)=+(��(~x) ^  (~y))1A _0@ _�2�;�(i)=�(��(~x) ^ F (~y))1A ;where F (~y) is any unsatis�able formula (e.g., ~y 6= ~y). Thus, �0 is equivalent to the formula of the form_�2�(��(~x) ^ ��(~y)) ;4



where each �� is either a disjunction of some  is, or an unsatis�able formula. Clearly, any �� and ��0for � 6= �0 are inconsistent. The proof that 	 admits a similar representation with the same familyf��g is identical. 2We next consider the key case of two two-block partitions, e.g., fAB;CDg and fAC;BDg.Lemma 4 Let �1(~x; ~y; ~u;~v) be Wni=1(�i(~x; ~y) ^ �i(~u;~v)), and let �2(~x; ~y; ~u;~v) be Wmj=1(j(~x; ~u) ^�j(~y;~v)), where ~x; ~y; ~u;~v are pairwise disjoint nonempty tuples of variables. Assume that M j= �1 $�2. Then there exists a collection of formulae  k(~x); �k(~y); �k(~u); �k(~v) such thatM j= �1 $_k ( k(~x) ^ �k(~y) ^ �k(~u)^ �k(~v)) :Proof. First, we assume, in view of Lemma 1, that the representation for �1 is unambiguous in ~x,~y (that is, M j= :9~x~y(�i(~x; ~y) ^ �i0(~x; ~y)) for i 6= i0). Consider �01(~x; ~y;~v) � 9~u(�1(~x; ~y; ~u;~v)). Let 0j(~x) be 9~uj(~x; ~u) and let �0i(~v) be 9~u�i(~u;~v). Then �01 is equivalent to bothm_i=1(�i(~x; ~y) ^ �0i(~v))and m_j=1( 0j(~x) ^ �j(~y;~v)) :Applying Lemma 2, we �nd a collection of formulae ~ l(~x), ~�l(~y), ~�l(~v) such that �01 is equivalent toWl( ~ l(~x) ^ ~�l(~y)^ ~�l(~v)).Applying the same argument to �001(~x; ~y; ~u) � 9~v(�1(~x; ~y; ~u;~v)), we �nd a collection of formulae  ̂s(~x),�̂s(~y), �̂s(~u) such that �001 is equivalent to Ws( ̂l(~x) ^ �̂s(~y) ^ �̂s(~u)). Now using Lemma 3, we �nd acollection of formulae  k(~x), �0k(~y), �0k(~y), �k(~u), �k(~v) such that �01 is equivalent to_k  k(~x) ^ �0k(~y) ^ �k(~v) ;�001 is equivalent to _k  k(~x) ^ �00k(~y) ^ �k(~u) ;and M j= :9~x( i(~x) ^  j(~x)) for i 6= j (this is because the formulae �i and j produced in the proofof Lemma 3 conform to the same partitions as the formulae in the ~y and ~z variables in the originalDNF formulae).Now let �k(~y) � �0k(~y) ^ �00k(~y) and de�ne 	(~x; ~y; ~u;~v) to be Wk( k(~x) ^ �k(~y) ^ �k(~u) ^ �k(~v)). Wenow claim that M j= �1(~a;~b;~c; ~d)$ 	(~a;~b;~c; ~d) for any ~a;~b;~c; ~d of appropriate arity over U .First, if �1(~a;~b;~c; ~d) holds, then for some k1, k2, both ( k1(~a)^�k1(~b)^ �k1(~c)) and ( k2(~a)^�k2(~b)^�k2(~d)) hold, which implies k1 = k2 and thus that 	(~a;~b;~c; ~d) holds.Next, let m be the length of ~x. De�ne L� to be an extension of L with m new constant symbols,and let M~a be the L�-expansion of M, where the extra constants are interpreted as ~a. For every5



L-formula �(~x;~s), where ~x is of length m, let ��(~s) be an L� formula in which each free occurrenceof a variable xi in ~x is replaced by the corresponding constant symbol in L�. Then M j= �(~a;~e) i�M~a j= ��(~e).Now assume that 	(~a;~b;~c; ~d) holds. Then 9u(�1(~a;~b; ~u; ~d)) holds, and thus �1(~a;~b;~c0; ~d) holds in Mfor some ~c0. Similarly, �1(~a;~b;~c; ~d0) holds in M for some ~d0.The formula ��1(~y; ~u;~v) is equivalent, over M~a, to_i (��i (~y)^ �i(~u;~v))and _j (�j (~u) ^ �j(~y;~v)) :Applying Lemma 2 to M~a, we �nd that ��1 is equivalent to a formula of the form_r (��r(~y)^ ��r(~u) ^ ��r (~v)) ;and we may assume, by Lemma 1, that this representation is unambiguous in ~y. Since ��1(~b;~c0; ~d)holds in M~a, we obtain (��r1(~b) ^ ��r1(~c0) ^ ��r2(~d)) for some r1. Since ��1(~b;~c; ~d0) holds in M~a, weobtain (��r2(~b) ^ ��r2(~c) ^ ��r2(~d0)) for some r2. Using unambiguity, we conclude r1 = r2, and thus(��r1(~b) ^ ��r1(~c) ^ ��r2(~d)) holds in M~a. Hence, ��1(~b;~c; ~d) holds in M~a, and thus �(~a;~b;~c; ~d) holds inM, which concludes the proof. 2Using Lemma 4, we prove the following result, which is the basis of the main induction argument. LetD1, . . . , Dk enumerate the blocks of partition P1 u P2. Let P12(i) be the partition whose two blocksare Di and [j 6=iDj .Lemma 5 For every i, ' � P12(i).Proof. Let Di arise as B \ C, where B is a block in P1 and C is a block in P2. Let A = B � C,E = C � B and let F be the complement of B [ C (some of these sets may be empty). ' thereforeconforms to fDiA;EFg and to fDiE;AFg. If two or more sets among A, Di, E, F are empty, theresult is immediate. If one of these sets is empty, the result follows from Lemma 2. If all four arenonempty, it follows from Lemma 4. 2We now complete the proof of the main theorem by a simple induction. Let P (i) be the partition whoseblocks areD1, . . . ,Di, and Di+1[� � �[Dk. We show that ' � P (i) for all i; hence, ' � P (k) = P1uP2.The base case, ' � P (1), follows from Lemma 5. Suppose ' � P (i); we have to show ' � P (i+ 1).Let A = D1 [ � � � [ Di, B = Di+1 and C = Di+2 [ � � � [ Dk. We then have that ' conforms to thepartition with blocks A and B [C, as well as that with blocks B and A[C; furthermore, it conformsto the subpartition D1, . . . , Di on A. From Lemma 2 it then follows that ' conforms to the partitionwith blocks D1, . . . , Di, B = Di+1, C, that is, to P (i+ 1). This completes the proof. 2References[1] J. Chomicki, D. Goldin and G. Kuper. Variable independence and aggregation closure. InPrinciples of Database Systems (PODS'96), ACM Press, pages 40{48.6
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